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NOTES, ABSTRACTS, AND REVIEWS
OAlN A N D LOSS OF T I M E WHEN FLYING WITH A N D
AQAINST T H E WIND
By W. J. HUMPHREYS

strength.
Ths is an error, and though easily seen it may be
worth while to get a simple general ex ression for the
time ained when flying with the winx the time lost
when $ing a p t it, and the differencebetween the two.
Let be t e length of the course in miles; t ~ ’ and s
the strength of the wind and speed of the airplane in
still air, respectively, in miles per hour.
Then, in terms of hours:
Time in still air =l/s.
Time with wind -- I/(s 4.
Time against wind = I/ (s- w).
Gain m t h wind = 11s - l / ( s+w)= lw/s(s w).
Loss against wind = l / ( s- w)- Z/s= Zw/s(s - MY).
( Sw2).
~
Loss minus gain = ~ ~ W = / S During e ual intervals of time, however, the gain of
distance wit the wind is ecual to its loss against the
wind, and in each case is at t e rate of w i d e s per hour.
Of course. all this is both obvious and old: nevertheless it may, ’perha s, be a helpful hint to some who have
ht o everything that is obvious.
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EAT 0 ACTIVITY I N T H E UPPER AIR
B y P. C. MAEALANOBIS

ON T H E

[Abstracted from Memoirs ofthe Indion Afrtcorol ical Dtpartnreat, Vol XSIV, Pt.
Cnlcuta, I 9 d

1,

Dines and Shaw, upon the basis of relationships between surface and free-air pressures and other elements,
as indicated by correlation coefficients, have reached the
conclusion that the seat of ori in of pressure chan es lies
in the substratosphere and t e region above. %mer,
Hesselberg, Kiippen, Wedemayer, and C. K. M. Douglas
have investi ated the problem from the physical standpoint, and t ere is considerable controversy as to the
validity of the conclusions that have been drawn. The
author examines Dines’s data from the statistical standpoint.
Dines infers that the ressure a t the %kilometer level
is the controlling variab e, since tlie average numerical
values of the correlation coefficients involving that factor
are higher than those of any of the other varinbles. The
author attacks the problem by attempting to determine
the hei h t at which the numerically greatest coefficients
of corre ation will occur.
Beginnin with the hy sometric equation. the author
arrives at t e following i entity:
B=b/a= PoZ/29.3T2,,
in which Po is the ressure a t sea-level, Z the lenc.th ol
the air column, a n 1 T. the mean temperature of t?ie air
column up to t,lie hei ht 2. ‘ Transforniing his equations
into ex ressions invo vin correlation coefficients, it is
found t a t the value of may be determined from the
equation above when appropriate values of B are used,
and these appropriate values of B must niakr tlie sum
of the coefficients a masiniuni. This leads to
B = s , (rlzR,-B2)/s3(r12R2-R,),
the several factors being defined as follows:
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8, and 8, are the standard deviations of sea-level pressure and mean temperature of the air column from 1 mk.
to 9 km.;
T,, is the correlation coefficient between sea-level pressure and the mean temperature from 1 km. to 9 km.;
Rl is the sum of the coefficients of correlation between
sea-level pressure and any other variable zn; and
R, is the sum of the coefficients of correlation between
mean teni erature of the air column between 1 km. and
9 km.,an any other variable zn.
Now, using Dines’s data and the last equation above,
values of B are found, whence correlation coefficientsmay
be computed between the pressure a t z h.and the
various elements, sea-level pressure, niean temperature
of the air column, 1 hi. to 9 km., pressure a t 9 km.,
height of the stratosphere, and temperature of the stratosphere, for which Dines has iven values using pressure
a t 9 km. instead of at z h i . he author’s “constructed”
set gives a value 24.7 per cent higher than Dines’s.
To get a t the values of B a propriate to various heights
for use in Southeast Englanx tlie author takes temperature data from Geophysi.ca.1 Menioir No. 13, and assumes
Po to be 1,014 nib., which, as will be seen from the first
cquation given above, will enable him to compute B for
various heights, independent of Dines’s coefficients.
From ralues of B prevlously derived from Dines’s coefficients, corresponding heights are calculated on the basis of
the above temperature gradients and sea-level pressure.
‘ilica result, based t,hus on Dines’s data, indicates. in the
author’s words, “ that t,he region from 3 to 4 km.is statist.ically more important than the region from 7 to 11 km.
If statist,ical importance implies any causal or physicel
significance, then the region from 2 to 4 km. seems to
have better claims to be c.onsidered the seat of activity
* * * than the substra.tosphereand the regions above.”
The final portion of the paper is iven to a brief discussion of Dines’s treatment of partia c.orrelation and partial regression coeficients of various orders in which several discrepancies between Dines’s and the author’s conclusions ap ear. This lortion is not directly pertinent to
the main &scussioii, ience will not be treated in abstract.-C. L. J1.
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ICE IN T H E ARCTIC SEAS, 1923
[Reprlnted from Nature London, May 3,19241

The Danish Meteorological Institute has published its
well-known report on the state of the ice in the Arotic
seas for 1923. I n many respects the year was an exceptionalone. In the Kara Sea conditions were unusually
favorable, for not only the southern part ice-free in July,
but also practically the whole sea was clear of ice in
August and September, and robably much of October.
The Barents Sea was unusua ly clear from April to the
end of summer. I n Au ust there .was open water to
Franz Josef Land and t e Wiche Islands and well to
the north of Spitzbergen. Around Spitzber en the ice
ear Island
conditions were also somewhat exceiptional.
was clear of pack by the end of A nl, and the west coast
of Spitzbergen had no ice of signi came from May until
November. The north coast was so free from ice that
S itzbergen was circumnavigated with comparative ease.
#hde reports from the east coast of Greenland were few,
t.here is evidence that ice conditions in that region were
bad and that the ice was packed closely against the coast.
In spring and early summer there was an unusual uantity of ice on the Newfoundland banks, but in k v i s
Strait the ice was scarce. Scantinesa of information
from many Arctic seas necessarily detracts from tho value
of this annual record, but it represents the only systematic
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